
Viral Attack of Acute Bronchitis
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Viral Attack of Acute Bronchitis

Once upon a time, there lived a set of healthy Adjective lungs. They were called Proper Noun and

Lisa. Lucy and Lisa lived near the Noun and breathed in plenty of fresh Noun . The house they

lived in was quite amazing, it was very easy to move, there was plenty of Noun and lots of good

Noun and water. Lucy and Lisa were very Adjective . Until one day their house seemed to have

an intruder. They heard some very strange Noun - Plural day in, and day out. They felt a strange sensation

of not being able to move as well as they once could and the passageways in their house seemed to be

Verb - Present Tense very Adjective . Lucy and Lisa decided to send out their Noun team to

keep their home clean. For Lucy and Lisa that meant they would have to increase their production of

Noun . If they could produce enough mucus, then maybe the intruders would be forced to leave their

Noun all together. So Lucy and Lisa went through with their Noun plan. It was difficult for

them. There were so many side effects that it began to cause them Noun . However, because their house

had always been so Adjective before it didn't affect them too bad. In the long run, the invaders turned out

to be a swarm of viral Noun - Plural that were trying to make a home inside of them, and were then

plotting to take over the world! Can you imagine that? Today Lucy and Lisa are living Adjective healthy

lives. Their scare of a viral Noun invading the passageways of their homes will be remembered all

throughout Noun , and will be called the viral attack of Acute Bronchitis
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